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Nicole Hampton of the popular food blog Dough-Eyed, featured on Buzzfeed and DiningOut.com, reveals her secrets to
high-altitude baking in her very first cookbook. Those who live at high elevation are probably well acquainted with the
baking challenges that come with it, from deflated cakes to overflowing batters to failed pies. Enter Sugar High! With
helpful tips and tricks that Nicole learned from personal experience from her kitchen in the heights of Colorado, Sugar
High contains more than 100 specially created recipes for high-altitude bakers to make sure those breads and cakes
come out perfect each time. Bring into your home such delicious comforts as Cheddar, Bacon & Herb Biscuits, TomatoGarlic Focaccia, Cappuccino Streusel Cake, Triple-Berry & Apple Galettes, and more.
In this officially-endorsed title, unlock the power and versatility of your Instant Pot or Duo Air Fryer. The Complete Instant
Pot Collection demonstrates the increasing versatility of this popular and innovative pressure cooker—now paired with a
lid for crisp cooking—with over 175 recipes for fast, healthy, everyday meals. The Instant Pot has become an instant
classic, a must-have item for home cooks everywhere. Designed to increase the versatility of your Instant Pot or Duo
Crisp machine, The Complete Instant Pot Cookbook features a curated collection of classic and contemporary recipes
that utilize this innovative device to its maximum potential and yield delicious, streamlined meals. The well-tested recipes
include all the basics—like yogurt, eggs, jam, rice, grains, and beans—as well as dishes for every meal of the day. You’ll
learn the fundamentals and benefits of cooking various cuts of meat—such as pork shoulder, chicken thighs, or beef
chuck—in an Instant Pot. Quick and simple soup stocks—including chicken, fish, bone, and vegetable—allow you to
maximize the flavor of your favorite dishes in less time than traditional methods. Plus, the Instant Pot primer gives you all
the insider tips on how to maximize the effectiveness and versatility of the Instant Pot and the Air Fryer lid. Beyond the
basics, The Complete Instant Pot Cookbook covers a versatile range of flavor profiles and dishes. From comforting
classics like bolognese, posole, and Thai basil noodles, to lighter fare such as chicken braised with citrus and olives,
gingery salmon, and zesty and bright wild rice salad, to decadent desserts like molten lava cakes and key lime pie, you’ll
find plenty of inspiration for getting the most out of your pressure cooker. 175+ RECIPES: From breakfast to lunch to
sides, snacks, entrees, and desserts, The Complete Instant Pot Cookbook covers all meals of the day with a wide range
of international flavors and recipes INSTANT POT PRIMER: In addition to handy hacks and simple instructions, the front
of the book includes an overview on how to use an Instant Pot and the Air Fryer lid, along with tips, tricks, and an
ingredients primer PROFESSIONALLY DEVELOPED: Developed by a test kitchen team and veteran Instant Pot
cookbook authors, each recipe is designed to work with several models of Instant Pot and the Duo Air Fryer lid MASTER
THE BASICS: Included are handy staple recipes and charts for cooking different types of beans, grains, and vegetables
FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY: The Complete Instant Pot Cookbook features gorgeous full-color photography of the
recipes, giving home chefs a visual reference alongside easy-to-follow instructions
Featuring more than 40,000 entries, a valuable resource helps to identify the best foods for weight loss and disease
prevention by listing the fat and fiber content of an abundance of foods. Original.
Sweeten Any Occasion with Bold, Unforgettable Desserts From Brown Butter Ghee Shortbread Cookies to Pomegranate
Curd Brownies, these decadently spiced, versatile recipes are a joy to make and share. Drawing inspiration from her
Indian-American upbringing and experience on MasterChef, Hetal Vasavada infuses every creation with the flavors of her
heritage. The results are remarkable treats like Mango Lassi French Macarons and Ginger–Chai Chocolate Pot de
Crème. Whip up a batch of small sweets (mithai) like Sesame Seed Brittle and Bourbon Biscuits, or impress guests with
a fantastic breakfast like Banana Custard Brioche Donuts. The Gulab Jamun Cake, inspired by the quintessential Indian
dough-balls soaked in spiced syrup, is the perfect showstopper for any gathering. Simple techniques and smart shortcuts
make it easy to create familiar flavors or experiment with new ones. With delectable ingredients like ginger, cardamom,
saffron, fennel and rose, every bite is worth celebrating.
This cookbook features more than 90 delicious recipes and dozens of helpful tips to help combat migraine symptoms
through diet and lifestyle. From healthy living blogger and creator of TheDizzyCook.com, Alicia Wolf, comes the musthave cookbook for anyone managing migraines, as well as anyone who just loves to create delectable yet diet-friendly
dishes. Author Alicia Wolf developed her recipes using the principles of Johns Hopkins neurologist David Buchholz's
“Heal Your Headache” diet, one of the most recommended plans by health practitioners for treating migraines through
diet. In this book, Alicia adds her own unique spin to the migraine diet, creating recipes that are both helpful and
delicious. Inside the book you'll find: Ideas for every meal of the day Tips on how to get started The best supplements for
migraine prevention and treatment Common substitutions Travel tips Meal plans And other indispensable resources
Learn to make Alicia's famous blueberry muffins, smoky carrot hummus, salsa verde chicken enchiladas, roasted curry
cauliflower, chewy ginger cookies, and so much more. The Dizzy Cook will inspire you to explore the infinite possibilities
for healthy, appetizing, migraine-safe comfort foods.
This nutritional counter is an indispensable reference for anyone who is watching his or her salt intake. It is small enough
to put in a pocket or purse to enable one to make wise food choices at the grocery store and while dining out. Intended
for the estimated 60 million Americans with high blood pressure and severe kidney disease, this guide addresses which
supermarket products and fast food items have the lowest sodium counts and simplifies supermarket choices by listing
only low sodium products. Each food is analyzed by calories, fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, carbohydrates, fiber, sugar,
and sodium. Also included are brief descriptions of each of these nutrients and their effect on blood pressure,
explanations of food labeling guidelines, and clarification of nutritional content claims.
The expert baker and bestselling author behind the Magnolia Network original series Zoë Bakes explores her favorite
dessert—cakes!—with more than 85 recipes to create flavorful and beautiful layers, loafs, Bundts, and more. NAMED ONE
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OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME OUT • “Zoë’s relentless curiosity has made her an artist in the
truest sense of the word.”—Joanna Gaines, co-founder of Magnolia Cake is the ultimate symbol of celebration, used to
mark birthdays, weddings, or even just a Tuesday night. In Zoë Bakes Cakes, bestselling author and expert baker Zoë
François demystifies the craft of cakes through more than eighty-five simple and straightforward recipes. Discover treats
such as Coconut–Candy Bar Cake, Apple Cake with Honey-Bourbon Glaze, and decadent Chocolate Devil’s Food Cake.
With step-by-step photo guides that break down baking fundamentals—like creaming butter and sugar—and Zoë’s expert
knowledge to guide you, anyone can make these delightful creations. Featuring everything from Bundt cakes and loaves
to a beautifully layered wedding confection, Zoë shows you how to celebrate any occasion, big or small, with delicious
homemade cake.
Dieters everywhere are trying their best to reduce their carbohydrate consumption and increase their protein
consumption at the same time, in the hopes of losing a few inches around their waistline. Whether you are trying to keep
to a diet or you have a more serious medical condition, such as diabetes, that limits your carb intake, here is the perfect
guide to help you make informed decisions about healthy eating. The NutriBase Guide to Protein, Carbohydrates, & Fat
contains listings for 40,000-plus food products—more than any other book on the market—including brand-name and
generic items, specialty foods, fast foods, and chain-restaurant meals. This handy reference tells you the amount of
protein, carbohydrates, fat grams, and total calories in each food item—in short, everything you need to help you compare
foods and shop smartly.
The bestselling diet phenomenon continues with The South Beach Diet Parties and Holidays Cookbook containing
fabulous all new recipes for healthy, delicious South Beach Diet-friendly entertaining. The famed Miami Beach
cardiologist who has helped millions of people worldwide to lose weight and eat healthier with his best-selling South
Beach Diet books now addresses the special challenge that can undermine anyone's willpower—the irresistible lure of dietbusting dishes at festive occasions. As the more than 20 menus and 150 easy, all-new recipes in this cookbook prove,
there's no need to give up favorite holiday and party dishes to stay on the South Beach Diet. Dr. Agatston explains that
healthy entertaining is not a matter of deprivation, but of "simply making as many good choices as possible." His new
book provides those choices, putting a healthy twist on favorite entertaining meals for every occasion, whether it's a
family Christmas Eve dinner, a Thanksgiving feast, a Passover Seder, a football fest in front of the TV, or a backyard
barbeque with the neighbors. You will also find: practical tips and helpful (and healthful) hints throughout—including makeahead suggestions, ideas for nonalcoholic cocktails (mocktails), ways to use leftovers, and more. Plus, 55 full-page color
photographs illustrate the finished dishes along with ideas for stylish table settings and centerpieces.
"The volume features extensive references throughout to document evidence-based practices...For practitioners of
complementary therapies this is a useful resource...that provide[s] more in-depth understanding of each condition and
therapy. Summing up: recommended." --Choice "Carolyn provides a foundation for healthy sharing and decision making."
--C. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD Holos University Graduate Seminary Complementary and alternative therapies have
become increasingly popular in the West, but to date no book has served as a practical, how-to guide for administering
complementary therapies specifically for women. This authoritative guidebook documents all the nonmedical approaches
nurses will need when treating women with functional complaints, diseases, and disorders, including depression, breast
cancer, menopause, pregnancy, and more. For each condition and disease, Clark outlines expected responses, cautions,
assessments, tips for treatment, and additional references. Key Features: Offers extensively detailed case studies
Conveniently organized in alphabetical order by condition or disease Features tables comparing various complementary
approaches to specific diseases Lists available products and training programs for each disease or condition Contains
cutting-edge research on nonmedical therapies and advice for counseling women Essential for all levels of nurses
working with women, this book provides an invaluable wealth of information on complementary health and treatment for
women.
100-125 recipes for delectable Paleo recipes to start your day from the author of Paleo Desserts, Jane Barthelemy.
Cute, Delicious & Fun Mini Desserts for Every Occasion Whether you want something sweet, fruity or savory, Easy as
Pie Pops has the perfect bite-sized treats that'll be a hit with family and friends. Andrea Smetona, the owner of Cakewalk
Desserts, shares for the first time her most in-demand pie pop recipes. And with some of her most coveted cake pop and
mini loaf recipes included, this book is a necessity for any person looking to make talk-of-the-town, miniature pastries that
are the next dessert sensation. Pie pop recipes include: - Pumpkin Cheesecake - Strawberry Limeade - Nutella S'more Gouda-Broccoli Quiche - Caramel AppleBlack Forest - Coconut Cream - Pizza Pocket - Crème Brulee - Peppermint
Pudding - Vegetable Roll - Peachy Keen Cakewalk Desserts have been enjoyed at events hosted by celebrities such as
Gwen Stefani and Laila Ali, as well as featured in Town & Country Weddings, The Knot, the popular blog, Style Me
Pretty, and on the cover of Ceremony magazine.
Ideal for diabetics and others who wish to count their carbohydrates, this guide gives the percentage of calories from
carbohydrates for thirty thousand products (including fast foods and restaurant meals), listed by name and brand.
Original. IP.
Whether you have heart-health problems now or want to avoid having them in the future, keeping your sodium intake low
is one of the best ways to help your heart. In this revised and expanded fourth edition of the American Heart Association
Low-Salt Cookbook, the association shows that a low-sodium diet can be not only good for your health but also full of
flavor. Including everything from appetizers and soups to entrées and desserts, American Heart Association Low-Salt
Cookbook, 4th Edition, offers more than 200 delicious low-sodium recipes—more than 50 of them brand-new to this
edition. Whether you are in the mood for a beloved classic or a new favorite, you will find just the dish to please your
palate. Looking for a less salty snack? Try Baked Veggie Chips served with Hot and Smoky Chipotle-Garlic Dip. Craving
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something hearty and full of flavor? Slow-Cooker Moroccan Chicken with Orange Couscous is an ideal low-sodium fix-itand-forget-it meal. For a Sunday-night family dinner, try Three-Cheese Lasagna with Swiss Chard. And for your sweet
tooth? Whip up Peach and Blueberry Cobbler or Rice Pudding with Caramelized Bananas for a special treat. With this
book in hand, you’ll be armed with nutrition numbers for every recipe and the latest American Heart Association dietary
information, as well as the how-tos for avoiding hidden sodium, shopping smart, and using healthy cooking techniques.
You’ll also find useful resources such as a sodium tracker, a no-sodium seasoning guide, a list of common high-sodium
foods, ingredient substitutions, and serving suggestions for each of the food groups.
Offers a resource for carb counter, with information on what you need to keep track of your carb intake. This work
focuses specifically on carb counting in a real-world context. It covers the basic rationale for and theory behind carbcounting, basic and advanced carb-counting techniques, how to adjust for fiber and sugar substitutes, and more.
Bestselling author Kristie Sullivan teamed up with her teenaged daughter Grace to deliver the ultimate keto family
cookbook, Growing Up Keto. This inspiring new book stems from Kristie’s personal struggles with growing up obese and
then finally finding the right nutritional path for herself and, eventually, her family. The keto lifestyle proved to be the right
fit for Kristie, who experienced dramatic weight loss and optimized health. Above and beyond being a success story,
Kristie is a busy working mom who is devoted to the health of her two children. When she saw her own daughter begin to
struggle with weight just as she had as a child, Kristie committed to supporting her by providing delicious low-carb
options, focusing on health instead of weight, and setting an example. With her mother’s guidance, Grace made the
choice to adopt a keto lifestyle herself, and after six years of success, this mother-and-daughter duo bring to you a first-ofits-kind cookbook dedicated to young adults, teens, kids, and—you guessed it—their moms and dads! Growing Up Keto
combines the Sullivans’ heartwarming family narrative with a practical, safe, and kid-friendly approach to adopting a lowcarb, ketogenic lifestyle. The recipes featured in the book were created with the health needs and tastes of kids and
teens in mind. Some are so simple that youngsters can take over in the kitchen with little or no help from mom or dad.
There are also recipes for celebrations with extended family and friends and meals that parents and kids can cook
together, making even simple weeknight dinners more fun. Kristie also includes useful tools and information for parents
of kids who eat keto, such as tips and tricks for surviving sleepovers, camp, and other social activities that involve food as
well as a guide to helping kids make independent and informed choices for a lifetime of healthy eating. Growing Up Keto
is complete with breakfasts, including quick morning meals; lunches, including handy tips on packing for school and
overnight trips; main dishes, including celebratory meals; and, of course, classic desserts that kids love. With plenty of
options for a wide range of palates, Kristie and Grace leave nothing out. Kids and adults alike will feel satisfied, happy,
and healthy! Sample Recipes Include: Sheet Pan Blueberry Pancakes Three Amigos Dip Roasted Marinated Cheese
Pizza Soup Sheet Pan Fajitas Marinated Beef Kabobs, Cashew Chicken Double Stuffed Chocolate Waffle Pumpkin
Spice Roll and many more!
In her fourth Instant Pot cookbook, author Alexis Mersel explores her favorite Air Fryer recipes, from snacks to sides to
dinner and even dessert. Unlock the potential of your Air Fryer with the Air Frying with Instant Pot cookbook.
An assortment of fifty oven-free cake recipes that can be prepared in the refrigerator or freezer demonstrates how to use
store-bought cake-layer substitutes for a variety of needs, in a collection that features such options as Triple Chocolate
Mousse Terrine, Twinkie Tiramisu, and Black forest Icebox Cake. Simultaneous.
The Most Important Thing Of Baking Bread Is Not About Special Techniques. It Is The Amount Of Love You Put Into
It!??? Read this book for FREE on the Kindle Unlimited NOW DOWNLOAD FREE eBook (PDF) included
ILLUSTRATIONS of 77 Pumpkin Muffin Recipes right after conclusion! ???So if you are a novice baker, no need to worry
because the book "Hello! 77 Pumpkin Muffin Recipes: Best Pumpkin Muffin Cookbook Ever For Beginners" will always
go with you in your bread baking adventure with the parts listed below: 77 Amazing Pumpkin Muffin Recipes Yeppp!
Bread making is actually easy-no need for any special technique. Whether you have it or not, you can still make delicious
bread. What matters more is the amount of love you put into it. If you love what you're doing, you'll be hardworking,
persevering, and patient enough to sustain your passion for baking and let it grow within you. Just imagining the smiles
and beaming faces of my loved ones upon receiving my handmade bread makes me want to dash into my kitchen and
work there all day long without getting bored at all. If I can do it, you can absolutely do so, too.From my unending love for
bread, I'm creating "Hello! 77 Pumpkin Muffin Recipes: Best Pumpkin Muffin Cookbook Ever For Beginners", as well as
the big bread series and hoping to share my passion with all of you. With my experience having failed so many times, it is
my hope to help you through my book. The big series about bread also covers these subjects: Bread Machine Recipes
Holiday Bread Recipes Pastries Recipes Pizza Dough and Crusts Recipes Yeast Bread Recipes Pumpkin Lovers
Cookbook Gluten Free Muffin Cookbook Mini Muffin Recipes Vegan Muffin Cookbook Blueberry Muffin Recipe Pumpkin
Spice Recipe Gluten Free Quick Bread Cookbook ... ? Purchase the Print Edition & RECEIVE a digital copy FREE via
Kindle MatchBook ?Thank you very much for picking "Hello! 77 Pumpkin Muffin Recipes: Best Pumpkin Muffin Cookbook
Ever For Beginners" and reading until the end. May it be your usual buddy in the kitchen. In your spare time, feel free to
share your baking story by leaving a comment below.
The author presents a collection of recipes for her favorite creations, including cookies, brownies, and cupcakes, from her
restaurant.
Meal prep is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Good Housekeeping’s 100+ make-ahead recipes are quick, healthy, and delicious and
will transform your weeknight meals! Want to sit down to incredibly tasty, nutritious, homecooked meals every single
day? Who doesn’t! But who has the time? Now you do, with this meal-planning guide and cookbook that will help you get
yummy dishes on the table in minutes. Whatever your goal — eat better, spend (and waste!) less, get out of a dinner rut —
some simple meal prep can make it reality. From batch cooking and freeze-ahead meals to ready-to-serve dinners and
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grab-and-go breakfasts and lunches, Good Housekeeping Easy Meal Prep includes: · 100+ easy recipes like Crispy
Caprese Cakes, Citrusy Shredded Pork, and Mustard-Crusted Mini Meatloaves, all developed and approved by the Good
Housekeeping Test Kitchen · Meal plans that give you 4 weeks’ worth of ideas; they’re customizable to suit your
family’s size and tastes · At-a-glance cooking charts for whipping-up staples to use all week · Recipe ideas that allow
you to cook once, eat twice (and halve your time spent cooking! · Vegan, keto, and gluten-free options Packed with
cooking and storage tips and brimming with delicious recipes, Good Housekeeping Easy Meal Prep makes weeknight
dinners nearly effortless.
"Eat right to optimize your brain and to fight Alzheimer's, depression, obesity, and a host of other illnesses with the help
of New York Times bestselling authors Tana Amen and Daniel Amen, MD. In this cookbook, you'll find over 100 recipes
that support the principles of the Brain Warrior's Way to heal and optimize the brain--usefulfor anyone who wants to
provide their bodies with the proper fuel to boost energy, focus, memory, and quality of life."-Lisa Lillien has sold millions of books by serving up clever and deliciously easy recipes with low calorie counts, huge
portions, and easy-to-find ingredients that are good for you. With eleven New York Times bestsellers under her belt, Lisa
is taking things to the next level with Hungry Girl Clean & Hungry OBSESSED! Keeping in line with the current cleaneating food trend (and as a follow-up to her to last smash-hit book, Hungry Girl Clean & Hungry), she's taking on the
beloved foods that Americans are OBSESSED with—comfort foods, junk foods, international favorites, desserts, and
more! Donuts, lasagna, fried chicken, quesadillas, fudge... No food is off-limits, and all of them have been completely recreated, re-vamped, and CLEANED UP! With the unique and healthy recipes in this cookbook, you can finally enjoy ALL
the foods you crave while eating clean and staying lean! You’ll find . . . Spaghetti Squash Your Hunger B-fast Bowl (271
calories) Caramelized Onion Cauli-Crust Pizza (316 calories) Peanut Butter Cup French Toast (344 calories) Love Me
Tender Pot Roast (272 calories) Philly You Up Cheesesteak Meatloaf (198 calories) Oh, Wow! Chicken & Waffles (353
calories) Mad About Eggplant Manicotti (264 calories) Garlic & Onion Butternut Turnip Fries (196 calories) Grab a Fork
Pork Fried Rice (197 calories) Reconstructed Nachos (245 calories) Three Cheers for Cheesecake Brownies (126
calories) . . . and so much more!
Dieters everywhere are reducing carbohydrate consumption, and this book is the perfect tool to accompany any low-carb
plan. Also useful for diabetics.
Betty Crocker presents delicious gluten-free recipes for all the baking greats: breads, pizza, cookies, cakes, cobblers,
savory and sweet pies, pancakes and more. The most daunting aspect of eating gluten-free is replacing baked items,
and Betty Crocker offers a wide range of baked goods that are both delectable and gluten free–from bread, rolls, and
pizza to muffins, donuts, cakes and pies. Including tips and techniques, and complete nutrition information with every
recipe, this book will become the baking go-to resource for everyone who is eating gluten-free–or baking for gluten-free
friends and family. Included are tempting from-scratch recipes using homemade gluten-free flour mixes and commercial
gluten-free flour. There are also recipes that use gluten-free mixes and refrigerated dough products to speed baking,
making the book accessible for every type of baker. With Betty Crocker, baking gluten free is both delicious and easy.
A thoroughly revised and updated edition of the classic guide explains what blood cholesterol is and provides flexible
methods for controlling it, with helpful guidelines for children, detailed tables, and delicious new recipes. Original.
This book lists over 30,000 food items, and provides you with the total calories, sodium, and fat for each item. So if you
are watching your sodium because of high blood pressure, or just for smart health, this book is a great way to make
healthy eating easier.
A unique guide lists the fat grams, calories, and percentage of calories from fat of more than 3,500 of the most commonly
ordered restaurant dishes, including fast foods, along suggestions on making smarter choices in restaurants. Original.
40,000 first printing.
Learn all about intermittent fasting with this comprehensive guide—from its health benefits to how to safely implement
fasting into your life and diet—with 100 recipes for nutrient dense foods and meals under 500 calories. Intermittent fasting
involves alternating cycles of fasting and eating, all within a set time schedule. Think of it more as a pattern of living and
eating than a diet. Because unlike diets, there aren’t any strict rules on what you can and can’t eat—intermittent fasting is
all about timing! Recently, many scientific and medical studies have pointed to the benefits of intermittent fasting, from its
weight loss results to its impact on disease. Not only does intermittent fasting help you lose those stubborn pounds, it can
increase your energy, help produce good gut bacteria, reduce inflammation, eliminate sugar cravings, and boost mental
focus. But to reap the full benefits, you have to do it right. With The Everything Guide to Intermittent Fasting, you’ll learn
all you need to know to start safely incorporating intermittent fasting into your everyday life. This accessible and practical
guide includes information on the different ways to fast, when to eat, why fasting benefits your body, which foods to eat to
help you feel your best, and can help you determine which intermittent fasting plan best suits you. Featuring 100 recipes
for nutrient-dense foods that will keep you full longer, and including tips, techniques, and advice from registered dietician,
Lindsay Boyers, there’s never been an easier way to look and feel your best.
Diet books have become a genre unto themselves as people anxious to shed those extra pounds seek that one perfect
plan. Oh sure, they've found such a plan before....in fact, several times before, as they shed unwanted weight....only to
gain it back within a few months. It's frustrating following a diet only to end up failing in the end--losing that same twenty
pounds over and over again. But now Drs. Scott Uloth and Joe Klemczewski put an end to yo-yo dieting by giving their
readers what they need most: control! The Diet Docs' plan brings complex metabolic physiology within the grasp of the
average reader. A plan... With over ten years of clinical success Field tested on everyone from housewives to
professional athletes That's "attainable and sustainable" Easily implemented with no complicated formula to decrypt
Combining the latest scientific information and how to apply it That encourages the reader to become their own
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nutritionist The last diet book anyone will need....written by a family physician and a professional bodybuilder and
nutritionist to the world's top bodybuilders and women's figure competitors.
This comprehensive guide to all aspects of canning and preserving covers both water bath and pressure canning, drying,
freezing, pickling, and fermenting; it includes 300 recipes.
A handy resource assists readers in making healthy and smart food choices by listing the saturated and unsaturated fats,
calories, and cholesterol for a wide variety of foods. Original.
Michael Fenster, a cardiologist and professional chef, offers a realistic approach to losing weight, eating a balanced diet, and
enjoying good food. He offers advice on reading labels, avoiding processed food, timing meals, adjusting portion sizes, and
indulging once in a while in order to transform eating habits and maintain a healthy lifestyle.
Features an assortment of guilt-free, low-calorie, low-fat recipes and eating strategies for making to-die-for desserts. Original.
SWEET, SAVORY, DELICIOUS. Think you have to give up baking on a low carb or keto diet? Think again! Grab an apron and
your favorite mixing bowl and get ready to dive in as Carolyn Ketchum brings her passion for low-carb baking to life in The
Ultimate Guide to Keto Baking. The creator of the popular blog All Day I Dream About Food and the author of several beloved
cookbooks, Carolyn is famous for her delectable recipes for low-carb baked goods. With this comprehensive cookbook dedicated
to ketogenic baking, you too can create mouthwatering baked goods that will satisfy every craving while maintaining your healthy
lifestyle. Your family and friends may not even realize that these recipes are keto! Carolyn Ketchum’s mission is to prove to the
world that special diets need not be boring or restrictive. When gestational diabetes forced her to begin watching her carb intake,
she channeled her passion for baking and cooking into creating low-carb versions of her favorite treats. It’s astonishing what you
can do with a bag of almond flour, a stick of butter, and a willingness to experiment. The Ultimate Guide to Keto Baking is an
astoundingly comprehensive resource for baking without sugar, wheat flour, or other high-carb ingredients. Carolyn has spent
years honing her low-carb baking techniques, and in this book she shares all her secrets. In addition to an extensive review of lowcarb baking ingredients and tools, she includes more than 150 thoroughly tested recipes for sweet and savory baked goods, from
everyday cookies to special occasion cakes and pies to breads, crackers, and even pizza. Sample Recipes Include: • Chocolate
Mayonnaise Layer Cake • Marble Cheesecake • Dairy-Free Chocolate Chip Skillet Cookie • Key Lime Pie Bars • Maple-Glazed
Donuts • Cheddar Garlic Drop Biscuits • Chewy Keto Bagels • Tomato Ricotta Tart • Summer Berry Cobbler No matter what you
want to bake, The Ultimate Guide to Keto Baking has you covered with a wide variety of sweet and savory treats. With this
comprehensive cookbook, you can create mouthwatering low-carb goodies that will satisfy every craving while nourishing your
body, mind, and soul.
Do It Yourself Sweet and Savory Gift in jars to give to friends and family! Truly, unique and creative gifts from the heart. Do-ityourself edible gift jars are beautiful gifts to give to your family and friends at your next gathering. This book offers 50 ways of
making and presenting these unique food gifts. These homemade treats are quick and fun to make and friendly on the wallet,
given that most of the ingredients (as well as the jars) can be bought in bulk. The amount of effort and time put into the making of
these gifts will also earn you extra brownie points.Canning jars have been gaining popularity in the past year. One reason is
because of their versatility; they can be put to good use in the kitchen, garden, and even in the bathroom. In this book, the jars are
used for containing the present as well as performing the role of a wrapping paper to dress the gift up. These transparent glass
containers make the gift appear effortlessly classy and aesthetically pleasing. They are also suitable for recycling or upcycling after
they have been gifted.Make these DIY edible gifts extra special by adding a personal touch to them with a handwritten note, or by
attaching the recipient's name to the jar. Alternatively, replace the ingredients with the recipient's favorite things, a simple but
effective gesture of showing that you are thinking about them. Here are the 50 gift in jars recipes you'll find inside: Double
Chocolate Brownie Mix Cranberry White Chocolate Cookie Mix Toffee Blondie Mix Banana Chip Muffin Mix Triple Chip Oatmeal
Cookie Mix Vegan Chocolate Pumpkin Cake Mix Chocolate Almond Biscotti Mix Cranberry Orange Quick Bread Mix Gingerbread
Cookie Mix Sugar Cookie Mix Gluten-Free Vegan Coconut Macaroon Mix Butterscotch Chip Cookie Mix Baked Oreo(r) Cookie
Cheesecake Red Velvet Cupcake in a Jar Funfetti Cake in a Jar Chocolate-Dipped Apricots Chocolate Mint Thins Chocolate
Peanut Butter Cups Crunchy Caramel Popcorn Hazelnut Dark Chocolate Bark Whole Wheat Oat Pancake and Waffle Mix Chicken
Noodle Soup Mix Multicolored Bean Soup Mix Whole Grain Hot Cereal Mix Mushroom Risotto Mix Chai Tea Mix Peppermint
Chocolate Mocha Mix Ginger Apple Cider Mix Cinnamon Coffee Cocoa Mix Limoncello Cocktail Jar Gifts Southwest Spice Blend
Taco Seasoning Cajun Spice Seasoning Greek Spice Blend Italian Seasoning Spiced Seasoned Salt Mini Blueberry Pies Maple
Cinnamon Almonds Puppy Chow Fruits and Nuts Granola Homemade Hot Sauce Tomato Salsa Nut and Seed Butter Fudgy
Chocolate Sauce Butterscotch Sauce Three Flavored Sugar Gifts Maple Pecan and Apple Pie Butter Homemade Vanilla Extract
All recipes come with a detailed list of ingredients, number of servings, easy to follow step-by-step instructions, and nutritional
information per serving. Let's start! Scroll back up and order your copy today!
Contains fermenting recipes and teaches the principles and chemistry behind fermentation so that readers can create their own
recipes.
A guide to preserving fruits ranging from apples and oranges to quince and rhubarb offers recipes for canning, refrigerating,
freezing, drying, and infusing the fruits as well as ideas for cooking with the preserved products.
Sweeten your life with this ultimate guide to diabetes-friendly baking As anyone with diabetes knows all too well, it’s not easy to
find sweets that won’t wreck your blood sugar! And it’s harder still to dodge the artificial sweeteners that appear in so many
recipes and products. The Diabetic Goodie Cookbook comes to the rescue, with more than 190 recipes for blood sugar–friendly
baked goods— magically assembled with fiber-filled whole grains, little to no added salt or sugar, and no artificial sweeteners in
sight. And these goodies are heart-healthy, too: They reduce your risk of high cholesterol without sacrificing taste. Crave-worthy
cookies: Peanut Butter Cookies, Devilish Chocolate Bars Classic cakes: Raspberry Angel Food Cake, Chocolate Cloud Cake
Perfect pies and tarts: Strawberry-Rhubarb Pie, Italian Plum Tart Plus carb-controlled cobblers, scones, muffins, puddings, breads,
and more! Each recipe calls for basic pantry staples and has easy-to-follow instructions to make planning ahead—and
baking—simple as can be. With nutrition information and guidance on carb counting, food labels, and snacking, The Diabetic
Goodie Cookbook helps you enjoy a sweet treat every single day.
Reveals important facts and easy-to-follow guidelines on how to provide for the nutritional needs of infants and children, covering
such areas as food counts, brand names, allergies, and developmental stages. Original.
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